


UNICA is for those 
who LOOK
the world with the excitement of the first time, 
for those who are not satisfied with things they 
have already seen, for the black swans and 
for this who are still capable of unexpected 
feelings, for anyone who can listen the 
their own talent and is willing to fight 
for beauty, for those who believe in grace and 
know how to capture the strength and fragility of  
being unique and unrepeatable.



UNICA ORIGINATES with

 two similar souls
who find each other in an initial exchange of glances

and then, one gives lucidity and courage to the intimate calling of the other, 

blend into a common vision that pursues everyday 
splendour through THE PATHWAY of ART.

Founder
and Creative Director

Designer
and Art Director

Vanessa Stella
    Fabrizio Rocchi

According to the theory of encounters, two people,

when they come into contact for the first time,

they do it with a certain part of the body that they already know

and together determine the meaning of that relationship.



Vanessa
Stella
One day
some years ago, talking with Fabrizio, we asked ourselves:

“Why don’t we try to create a fluid work of art?
Products that enclose the emotions of an instant of a life lived.

THIS WAS THE ORIGIN OF UNICA.
The idea was enclosed in an object,
in a collection of furniture, the beauty of the world, my travels, emotions received 
from nature and the people I encountered. The atmosphere,
flavours, colours, scents of living, the most beautiful essence of everything,
in everyday spaces.

“In reality, this already existed, in my house, my wardrobe, 
in the objects I use every day”.

It was like wanting to crystallise emotion in a moment, a place, an 
experience lived so that it can remain, be shared, bring light, warm the heart of people 
forever.

“We wanted to provide a different answer to those who want to
give their spaces a character highly representative of their

essence, for those who want their place to be
a mirror of their interior world”.

For those who dream of being welcomed
and encircled in the warm arms of those
they love.



Fabrizio
Rocchi
“It all started from a comic”
I don’t remember when this love affair began, probably before 

I started talking.

I was shy as a child and the only way to 
communicate was to share my stories with my peers:
I drew pages and pages of comics, the superheroes 
were my universe that’s how I expressed myself.

Pictures were my communication before
words.

Over time, I learned the various forms of this delicate process and moved on from

drawing on paper to the perfection of graphics.
My professional evolution led me to the position of Art Director managing various

communication campaigns and in this situation, my greatest passions served me well:

comics, music, cinema, theatre and art were a never-ending

source of always new ideas.

My creative style and my philosophy are based on a continuous focus on new

trends in perfect equilibrium with design creativity and resourcefulness.

ALL OF THIS COMBINED WITH A PINCH OF

“CRAZINESS” LED ME TOWARDS UNICA...



The Brand
ITALIAN DESIGN is a benchmark for the enti-
re image world; above all when an object is not simply 
tied to a concept but also its special creation, when what 
makes the difference is not just an original idea, but the 
master craftsmanship that shapes the object.

UNICA only uses sustainable materials like glass, wood

and steel, precious metals such as gold, copper and
silver, in addition to natural stones, crystals and golden
powders. These components par excellence blend to
enhance every space, through brand new artistic
compositions.

The original concept of
Italian luxury.
The concept of UNICA is based on
emotion intended as the excitement of
seeing, living and touching objects that
contain an interior soul.
Creations capable of capturing your gaze and stirring
emotions.

These are just some of the elements that characterise

UNICA’S activity, that fully shares 
THE KEY PRINCIPLES
OF MADE IN ITALY and
acts as a spokesperson in leading
international spheres with great
cultural depth.



Inspirations
and Materials

UNICA pursues the idea of art able to blend
aesthetic amazement, functionality and emotional
well-being.
To obtain the results we established each of our works gets its

inspiration and material from natural elements and the 

harmonious relationship that they create with everything that 
surrounds them.

Through collaboration with artists, designers, craftspeo-
ple, masters of light, poets, and scholars of the 
“intangible”, we affront scrupulous research daily on shape and
materials with particular focus on their harmonious, symbolic and
vital characteristics.

Antique populations identified gold with a divinity
that represented the sun and, as such, they
considered it a harbinger of truth and possibility 
of light.
In our works, through attentive processes that blend the most 
ancient knowledge of tradition with the most innovative techniques 

for working precious materials, the spark of golden powder 
encounters the transparency of glass, 
the polished reflection of metal and the robust strength of wood

to grasp light and be able to return it to the spaces in a dance of
reflections that requires care and the possibility of feelings well
beyond the immediate view.



Nature
Design and

biomimicry: products
with a soul.

Winner of important international prizes, 

UNICA, innovative Italian brand, gets
design inspiration from biomimicry for better

functionality and sustainability of its creations.

Eliminating every barrier 
between inside and outside, 
with nature setting its rules and its strategies also to 
the design. 

The purpose is to look at plants and animals to improve the
functionality and sustainability of human creations and, at the same
time, to rediscover human empathy with the environment that hosts

them. Using the typical excellence of Made in Italy to process 
materials, the UNICA collections perfect solutions that 
combine material and spirit, transforming
neighbouring spaces into places where
nature has a starring role.

This new vision of design, always present in all the

creations, have let the UNICA collections
make a name for themselves in important 
international contests dedicated to 
design.



Art
Artistic creation in its most sublime form 

should be able
to translate aesthetic expression into subtle language, capable

of communicating with the inner soul of humans 

even touching their most sensitive and profound chords.

To obtain this we decided to bring art to the world of design.

Thus, thanks to the magic of an “apparently”

random meeting we began to collaborate

with the artist MONICA SERRA
allowing us to transfer her unique works 

“drawn” in fluids onto glass.

So, water and glass together, as if they
were one material where fragments of
gold leaf and golden powder float.

...another magic to enthral you...



Poetry
Last November, Fabrizio, after a morning of

appointments in Venice, stopped in a small place to
have some coffee and among the other patrons he

recognised the poet and actor

Gianmarco Busetto, an old friend of his from
university days. After exchanging pleasantries after so

many years, the two began to catch up.

Fabrizio explained our project. They discussed the UNICA 
name at length, and the deep-seated reasons that move it
and characterise it. Then the two simply said good-bye.
A few days later Fabrizio received an e-mail at his
personal address, it just said:

“Poetry is always a
possibility of relationship.

This is for you” 

Each one of us is unique, each life is
unique in all its forms every meeting, every breath, 

every blink each time we say the words “Thank 
you” each time we withhold the word “Sorry” each 
time the rain surprises the normally nice weather in 
May the fragility of a bee, the tenacity of an ant,
the peak of a mountain and the blade of

grass every sound, every red,
every thought captured the time you said
“It was always sunny on my birthday”
and then the night, every single night

that steal petals from the currents to make
them dance.

(Gianmarco Busetto)

“

“



Astronomy
...the sky in a room...
glass and steel blend perfectly in an innovative, completely
Italian concept that works with nuances, transforming every

space into a place literally “invaded” by the universe, where
inspiration has no limits and the fascination of a special event
takes the upper hand inside it.

The harmony of the forms that play with the
fluidity to obtain an optical effect of the stars.

One day, one hour, one place
transferred in a sheet of glass
to represent the sky in that
special moment.
An innate and ancestral desire of humans to be able to
understand the cosmos and its high energy power.



Fashion
INSPIRATION IS EVERYWHERE
UNICA is currently experiencing a time of feverish research. An
opportunity to nourish ourselves with new stimuli and sensations came 

up during a visit to the foundation FRI (Fashion Research Italy) 
in Bologna. By consulting drawings and tables present in the 
priceless archive of the foundation’s textile design, we were able dive 

into a varied and kaleidoscopic world of splendour
and experiences.

The tropical world, ancient Japan, exotic animals and the
floral variety, solid colours, vintage nuances, futuristic visions
and unusual minerals are just a part of the splendour we
passed through, for us it was a real sensory trip through times
and places, tastes, manners and rituals.

Inspiration is everywhere, but sometimes
you need to know how to find your way in
everywhere by relying on your senses and

knowing how to recognise, among the various 
stimuli, those with a common vibration.

With the right grace.



Music
UNICA AND 
THE INEVITABILITY OF MUSIC 
Music is inevitable. If you want to listen to it, it will reach you sooner or later, like fate, like 
light, like a hug. Music is everywhere. You can hear it when the rain pours, the wind blows, 
and sometimes by just being quiet. Music is in everything if you want to listen to it, and 
everything produces music, if you want to listen to it.

Its etymological roots are entrenched in ancient Greek, from the work musikè which 
means “the art of the Muses”. It was considered the art of the arts by ancient 
Greeks, the only one able to transform simple air into something capable of raising 
the human soul well beyond the known senses.

Since the Muses were also the mythological source of inspiration for art itself, music was 
considered, first by the Greeks and then by all the following generations, as the sole 
art able to inspire and guide the others.

We at Unica have always said we believe in the mixture and common stock of arts but 
music, even for us, remains a particularly preferred sphere of fusion. 

What we listen to accompanies the rhythm of every one of our creations, 
suggesting trajectories and shaping the ambiances that, through form, graphics and a 

search for materials, we try to evoke in our works. Music has always been in 
us, with us, at all times, from Mozart to Beethoven, from 

Chopin’s preludes to Debussy’s Claire de lune. And, if 
you want to listen to it, music resounds from every 
one of our works, in the reflections of gold, transparency 
of glass surfaces, when we evoke the natural kingdom and 
when we gather all the stars, when we head towards exotic 

spots and when we break through into a dreamlike palace. 

Each one of our creations is a symphony of elements that meet and weave into a 
harmonious whole, a concert of stimuli that flow into the perpetual trend of a sublime 
whole. Like in music, with music, thanks to music and its inevitable being.

The evidence of this constancy, the analogies and the importance that we give to the 
world of notes as a source for inspiration for our creations, have driven us to make 
this synergy even more evident and prompted us to undertake new endeavors with 
unquestionably unsurpassed professionals.

So, while waiting to unveil the result of these new encounters we will enjoy the 
inevitability of music knowing that, if you listen to it, it is everywhere.



Wine
UNICA AND 
THE TRUTH ABOUT WINE

October is the last month of the late grape harvest, the last call for 
transforming those thin vines loaded with grapes, the lascivious velvet as the poet 
Pablo Neruda defined wine. 

In autumn, vineyards, filled with colours and scents amidst the rows, attract everyone, 
workers, relatives and friends, for a collective rite with the ageless ambiance 
of gathering, sharing and celebrating that culminates in a rich feast aimed at paying 
homage to the harvest and with hopes for a prosperous harvest and fortune 
for all present.

Wine is the window into a man, as written in the 7th century AD by the Greek 
poet Alcaeus. He realised that the effects of the beverage have a rare ability 
to make humans transparent and readable even in their most subtle states of 
mind, revealing what they normally are driven to conceal due to modesty, excessive reticence 
or social mores. 

Wine as the bearer of crystal-clear truthfulness, a concept that would be later 
studied infinite times in literature over the years and at present is considered as acquired 
truth.

In the play of similarities between Unica and the various arts that embellish 
life, its affinity with wine is essential for us and the harbinger of new ideas 

and new approaches to collaboration.

The materic and symbolic similarities blend into a persuasive 
dance that hints at music and seasons and recounts a magical and 

imminent encounter. The fluid form of the shapes, reflecting 
surfaces, priceless materials and painstaking care taken when 

working them, lead to the very essence of each product. An idea of truth that, 
like wine, is able to uncover deep-seated emotions and hidden feelings, analogously to 
the heart, Unica also aims to convey the energy of a moment, an instant 
spent together, through its works. 

If it is true that wine is the mirror of the soul, our works are created so that 
whoever looks at them or purchases them can find an essential part 
of themselves therein, a sincere, necessary part which has to do with the same 
nature that composes emotions. 

So, at present, while waiting to discover how UNICA will encounter wine, we 
hope to experience a transparency sufficient for allowing everyone to reconnect 
with the less predictable reflections of their own emotions.
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ALLINEAMENTI ™ I “ORBITA” COLLECTION

Foto: De Rossi Studio - Design: UNICA & ARCADESTUDIO
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APOGEO™
“ECLISSE” COLLECTION
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www.unicaluxury.com   EXPORT@UNICALUXURY.COM  |  PH. +39 0510930634  |  VIA BONAZZI, 4 CASTEL MAGGIORE (BO) 40013
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Foto: De Rossi Studio - Design: UNICA & ARCADESTUDIO

Magazine
AD PER UNICA AD PER UNICA

Vincitore di importanti premi 
internazionali, UNICA, 
innovativo marchio italiano, 
ispira il design alla biomimetica 
per migliorare funzionalità 
e sostenibilità delle proprie 
creazioni

Eliminare ogni barriera tra interno ed esterno, con la 
natura a dettare le sue regole e i suoi stratagemmi anche 
al design. La disciplina alla base di questa visione è la 
biomimetica – pratica che attraverso l’imitazione replica 
i processi biologici e biomeccanici delle specie viventi 
–, presa ad esempio sempre più spesso nei mondi 
dell’architettura, del design e dell’ingegneria. L’obiettivo 
è di guardare alle piante e agli animali per migliorare la 
funzionalità e la sostenibilità delle creazioni umane e, al 
contempo, di ritrovare l’empatia dell’uomo con l’ambiente 
che lo ospita.
Tutti i progetti del marchio UNICA, concept innovativo 
e italiano al 100%, si basano sulle interconnessioni tra 
il mondo della natura e quello dell’uomo. Prodotti con 
un’anima sfornati dal desiderio innato dell’umanità di 
potersi fondere con la natura in un unicum indissolubile, 
dall’elevato valore energetico e simbolico. Nella collezione 
FIORITURE cadono dunque tutte le barriere tra le 
stanze e gli edifici: ogni spazio  si trasforma in un luogo 
letteralmente “invaso” dalla natura, dove l’ispirazione 
non incontra limiti e l’interno assume il fascino di un 
ambiente aperto. Sfruttando la tipica eccellenza del Made 
in Italy nella lavorazione dei materiali, le collezioni UNICA 
mettono a punto soluzioni che combinano materia e 
spirito, trasformando gli spazi confinati in luoghi in cui la 
natura assume un ruolo da protagonista. Questa nuova 
visione del design, raggiunta in primo luogo attraverso 
l’utilizzo del vetro, sempre presente in tutte le creazioni, 
ha consentito  alle collezioni UNICA di affermarsi in 
importanti contest internazionali dedicati al design. 
La collezione FIORITURE, in particolare, si è distinta 
ricevendo l’oro ai London Design Awards e l’argento 
all’ambito A’Design Award.  
UNICA utilizza esclusivamente materiali sostenibili come 
vetro, legno e acciaio inox, abbinati a metalli nobili come 
oro, rame e argento lavorati manualmente grazie alla 
sapiente maestria degli artigiani italiani. 
Spettacolare e raffinata, la collezione FIORITURE 
è assurta a protagonista dell’infiorata nei suggestivi 
ambienti di Palazzo Nicolaci a Noto, capitale del barocco 
siciliano: stile unico ispirato ai concetti cardine della 
biomimesi per un gioiello del nuovo Made in Italy. 

Artigianalità
Materiali sostenibili e pregiati 
per il tavolo in vetro della 
collezione FIORITURE, esposto 
nella suggestiva cornice di 
Palazzo Nicolaci a Noto.

Creatività e natura: 
prodotti con un’anima.
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AD Architectural Digest n. 469 - November 2020

AD Architectural Digest
n. 473 - March 2021

AD Architectural Digest
n. 470 - December 2020

AD Architectural Digest
n. 475 - May 2020

LE GRAND MAG
March 2021

LE GRAND MAG
May 2021

LE GRAND MAG
November 2021



Magazine

Ragusa ha ospitato, dal 15 al 18 settembre,
la seconda edizione della kermesse che, 

attraverso il design, la moda, l’arte, la fotografia, 
la grafica e il food, ha offerto una rilettura critica 

di un movimento culturale intrecciato a filo 
doppio alla storia del territorio ibleo

Curata da Roberto Semprini, si è svolta 
dal 15 al 18 settembre (con una proroga 
delle mostre fino al 16 ottobre) la 
seconda edizione del Festival del 
Barocco & Neobarocco di Ragusa: una 
ricca kermesse declinata in un serie di 
esposizioni, installazioni e incontri 
andati in scena in alcune tra le 
magnificenze architettoniche della città 
siciliana, coinvolgendo un variegato 
parterre di artisti, stilisti, designer, 
protagonisti del mondo del design e 

dalla riproduzione di un divano Tatlin 
(design Mario Cananzi e Roberto 
Semprini per Edra) ricoperti di 
cioccolato di Modica. Palazzo Cosentini 
(altro monumento riconosciuto 
dall’UNESCO) ha accolto al piano terra i 
lavori degli studenti delle Accademie di 
Belle Arti di Brera e Firenze, dell’ISIA di 
Faenza e dell’Accademia Abadir di 
Catania, tutti collegati dal medesimo fil 
rouge. Novacolor, azienda partner, ha 
promosso un contest-performance in 
cui otto artisti e designer si sono 
‘sfidati’ nella realizzazione di un decoro 
neobarocco su pannelli, tema tema 
‘Oltre gli schemi del classico’. Risulta 
vincitore Davide Scrofani di DFG 
Architetti Associati di Ragusa, con 
un’opera capace di mettere a confronto 
il linguaggio del passato con quello di 
oggi, il cui concept è stato concretizzato 
con l’applicatore Adriano Leggio. Le 
stanze di Palazzo La Rocca hanno 
accolto le creazioni sartoriali di alta 
moda di Marella Ferrera e le opere della 
sorella fashion artist Gabriella Ferrera 
con la presentazione del libro ‘Percorsi 
barocchi nell’arte della moda’. Nell’ex 
chiesa sconsacrata di San Vincenzo 
Ferreri, infine, è stata allestita una 
scenografia definita da una serie di 
tavoli ad alto tasso di lusso realizzati 
dall’azienda UNICA. Il programma si è 
arricchito con una serie di conferenze 
tenutesi nella cornice mozzafiato dei 
Giardini Iblei. Tra i relatori Cristina 
Morozzi e Gilda Bojardi, e Davide 
Rampello (che ha fornito la sua 
originale e approfondita interpretazione 
dell’estetica neobarocca) al Castello di 
Donnafugata con Samuele Mazza che 
ha presentato i propri libri dedicati al 
Neobarocco siciliano. Il festival ha 

avuto il patrocinio e il supporto di enti e 
privati territoriali tra cui Gianni Leggio 
e istituzioni quali ADI – Associazione 
per il Disegno Industriale, Accademia di 
Brera, Accademia di Firenze e Ordine 
degli Architetti, mentre le conferenze e 
le visite alle mostre hanno permesso di 
ottenere crediti formativi ad architetti e 
designer iscritti ai rispettivi Albi. ■ A.P.

PALAZZO DELLA 
CANCELLERIAMONUMENTO 

RICONOSCIUTO DALL’UNESCO, 
UN’INSTALLAZIONE DI 
EDOARDO MALAGIGI, 

PINOCCHIO E DIVANO TATLIN 
DI EDRA, RICOPERTI DI 

CIOCCOLATO.

IL FESTIVAL
DEL BAROCCO

& NEOBAROCCO

aziende. Nata per far dialogare la 
cultura del progetto con quella di 
impresa, la manifestazione si pone 
quale osservatorio permanente sulle 
espressioni del design neobarocco, da 
intendersi come interpretazione 
contemporanea di un’estetica che ha 
segnato felicemente la storia del 
territorio ibleo. Il festival ha impiegato 
location straordinarie per presentare 
installazioni site-specific ed esporre gli 
esiti del lavoro di ricerca di varie 

accademie e università. Palazzo della 
Cancelleria, monumento riconosciuto 
dall’UNESCO, ha visto il proprio 
ingresso allestito con alcuni pezzi 
iconici del catalogo Italamp (come lo 
chandelier Pulsa Spira firmato da 
Danilo De Rossi e le piantane Grand 
Collier di Marc Sadler), mentre al suo 
interno è stato possibile ammirare 
‘Menzogne e dolcezze del made in Italy’, 
un’installazione di Edoardo Malagigi 
composta da un grande Pinocchio e 

1. DA DESTRA A SINISTRA, DAVIDE SCROFANI 
CON LA SUA OPERA VINCITORE DEL CONTEST 
OLTRE GLI SCHEMI DEL CLASSICO PROMOSSO  
DA NOVACOLOR, GILDA BOJARDI, GIANNI 
LEGGIO E ADRIANO LEGGIO. 
2. PALAZZO COSENTINI, CORNICI IN MARMO,  
DI ROBERTO SEMPRINI REALIZZATI DA 
KIMANO DESIGN. 3. ALLESTIMENTO 
UNICALUXURY NELL’EX CHIESA 
SCONSACRATA SAN VINCENZO FERRERI.
4. CAPSULE DI GRAFICHE SVILUPPATE
DA ROBERTO SEMPRINI PER MIGLIORINO 
DESIGN. 5. DA SINISTRA A DESTRA,GABRIELLA 
FERRERA, GILDA BOJARDI, MARELLA FERRERA 
E CRISTINA MOROZZI. ACCANTO, ABITI DI 
MARELLA E GABRIELLA FERRERA.
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PALAZZO NICOLACI - NOTO (ITALY)

FIORITURE COLLECTION 
R O S A  R O S A E  R O S A E
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FIORITURE TAKES SHAPE FROM THE DESIRE 
TO CREATE MAGICAL ENVIRONMENTS IN
W H I C H  E N E R G Y  F L O W S  A S 
I T  WOULD IN A SECRET GARDEN

SALON - The Intersection of Art
November 2020



UNICA 
World Awards

EUROPEAN PRODUCT DESIGN AWARDS 2018
In the prestigious home of ADAM - Brussels Design Museum, Unica had the opportunity to compete 
with designers from all over the world.

LONDON DESIGN AWARDS 2018
On November 22nd 2018, UNICA receives the GOLD PRIZE in London at the prestigious internatio-
nal “London Design Awards 2018” competition with its PAPAVERI table.

A’DESIGN AWARDS 2019
On June 28th 2019, the PAPAVERI table, belonging to the FIORITURE collection, receives the Silver 
A ‘Design Awards 2019 in Luxury Design Category assigned by the International Design Academy.

DESIGN ET AL AWARDS 2019
PAPAVERI table was selected for the 10th Anniversary 2019 Design Et Al Awards that took place at 
the 5-Star Grosvenor House Hotel in London’s Mayfair district last Friday 20 September 2019

NEW YORK DESIGN AWARDS 2019
On October 24th 2019, our ECLISSE collection receives the GOLD PRIZE  at the New York Design 
Awards 2019. 



SHANGHAI DESIGN AWARDS 2022
On May 5th 2022, our collection ISIDE has been awarded in the 2022 Shanghai Design Awards.

SYDNEY DESIGN AWARDS 2021
On October 19th 2021,our collection ECLISSE has been awarded in the 2021 Paris Design Awards.  

PARIS DESIGN AWARDS 2021
On February 25th 2021, our collection ECLISSE has been awarded in the 2021 Paris Design Awards.  

MELBOURNE DESIGN AWARDS 2020
On June 25th 2020, our collection ORBITA receives the GOLD PRIZE at the 2020 Melbourne  Design 
Awards. 

PARIS DESIGN AWARDS 2019
On November 28th 2019, our collection ORBITA receives the GOLD PRIZE  at the 2019 Paris Design
Awards.

NEW YORK DESIGN AWARDS 2022
On October 14th 2022, our table VENTO DEL DESRTO has been awarded in the 2022 New York 
Design Awards.



“BOLOGNA DESIGN WEEK”, 30 SEPTEMBER / 03 OCTOBER 2015

“INDEX DUBAI”, 23/26 MAY 2016

“BIG-5” DUBAI , 21/24 NOVEMBER 2016

UNICA 
in the Spotlight

“BOLOGNA DESIGN WEEK”, 23/30 SEPTEMBER 2017

“DESIGN DOWNTOWN” DUBAI, 14/17 NOVEMBER 2017



“FBMI” DUBAI, 13 DECEMBER 2017

“LA VILLA” DUBAI, 11 DECEMBER 2017 “FUORI SALONE” MILAN, 17/22 MAY 2018

“LUXURY ANTONOVICH DESIGN” DUBAI, 12 DECEMBER 2017 “FUORI SALONE” MILAN, JUNE 15/21 SEPTEMBER 2020

“PALAZZO NICOLACI” NOTO (SICILY), AUGUST/SEPTEMBER 2020



“SHOW HUB MILANO” MILANO, AUGUST 2021

MILANO DESIGN WEEK - THE GOLDEN VIBES INSTALLATION 
AT SHOW HUB MILANO,  JUNE 2022

RAGUSA (IBLA) BAROCCO & NEOBAROCCO ,  SEPTEMBER 2022
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